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● In this presentation we will cover the key findings of the Discovery+ Test & Learn Phase for the period of February 4-18 2022

● Scans were conducted twice per week on Tuesdays and Fridays.  The frequency has been determined after extensive research 

from Looper Insights on when the platforms’ UI changes, and we have concluded that the UIs are refreshed on these days

● Attributions to Discovery+ consist of placements that include the Discovery+ Logo/Branding and/or mention of Discovery+ 

within the placement

● Platforms covered in this Test & Learn are: Apple TV UK, Fire TV UK & IT, Google TV UK & IT, Sky Q UK

● We will cover the data statistics for Discovery+'s Total Share of Voice %1, Total Medium Above the Fold Share of Voice %2 

(MATF), Total True Above the Fold Share of Voice %3 (TATF) and Total Earned Media Value Score4 (EMV) across all platforms 

covered for this period

● We will also cover the same data statistics for Discovery+'s Competitor Apps’ 

● We will present the Key Insights observed for Discovery+ and its Competitor Apps across the platforms covered for this Test & 

Learn alongside Key Insights for other platforms that were not included in this Trial

Summary



Summary (cont.)

Share of Voice Data Metrics Definition 

1  Total Share of Voice % represents the Total number of Spots an App holds against the Total Number of 
Spots within a Platform

2  Total Share of Medium Above The Fold  % represents the Total number of Spots an App holds on the 
first 10 Rows and 10 Columns against the Total Number of Spots within the first 10 Rows and 10 
Columns within a Platform

3 Total Share of True Above The Fold % represents the Total number of Spots an App holds of the ones 
that are visible to any user without scrolling against the Total Number of Spots that are visible to any 
user within a Platform without scrolling

4 Total EMV Score represents the Total summated EMV Score of all Spots an App holds within the 
respective Platform



EMV Score Formulas



EMV Score Formulas

● A TATF multiplier is 2.4 (highest Score to achieve for a placement)

● We also include the page depth multipliers

○ Landing page starting from page depth 1

○ Non-landing pages starting from page depth 2

● The Exponential model allowed us to set average values over regions of the graph and we adjusted 

them to match the model

● If MATF should be 10 then TATF should be 24. Therefore anything in the Top 2 rows and first 5 

columns is value 24

● We then looked at the curves and numbers and put values in such that the exponential overlay of 

the Exponential model still delivered

● TATF average value 24

● MATF average value 10

● Reasonable tail off going out to a floor at row 30 / column 30



Discovery+ Share of Voice % 



Discovery+ Share of Medium Above The Fold % 



Discovery+ Share of True Above The Fold % 



Discovery+ EMV Score



EMV Score - All Apps



EMV % - All Apps



Discovery+ Share of Voice % 



Discovery+ Share of Medium Above The Fold % 



Discovery+ Share of True Above The Fold % 



Discovery+ EMV Score



EMV Score - All Apps



EMV % - All Apps





Share of Voice Data - All Apps - Apple TV Feb 4 - Feb 18 2022



● Apple TV UK didn’t offer any Dedicated Rows for the ‘Winter Olympics’, compared to Apple TV US, which 

offered a Dedicated Row within the ‘Watch Now’ tab featuring Discovery+ & NBCU’s joint coverage of the 

‘Winter Olympics’

● The only prominent exposure for the ‘Winter Olympics’ was found in the Top Carousel of the ‘Discover’ tab

○ On the launch of the event, Discovery+ was the only App that secured the 3rd Top Carousel placement of 

the ‘Discover’ tab, leaving its competitor BBC iPlayer behind

○ During the ‘Winter Olympics’ BBC iPlayer gained prominence by adding a Top Carousel in the 1st spot 

ahead of Discovery+, which moved down, holding the 4th, 5th, 6th and 7th spots decrementally

● Discovery+ maintained a Top Carousel in the ‘Discover’ tab since the launch, claiming great exposure with 

more Top Carousels promoting the ‘Winter Olympics’ than their Competitors. More specifically, Discovery+ 

held a Top Carousel spot on each scan totalling 5 compared to BBC iPlayer, which held 4 Top Carousel spots, 

missing out on placement on the Opening Day

● Apple TV is very favourable to BVOD Apps, meaning BBC iPlayer always holds a large share of the platform 

alongside other BVOD Apps such as My5, iTV Player and All 4

● Eurosport failed to claim any ‘Winter Olympics’ placement, securing only Eurosport logo spots

Key Findings





Discovery+’s ‘2022 Winter Olympics’ features on Apple TV - 02.04.22

● Discovery+’s ‘2022 Winter Olympics’ 

claimed the 3rd Top Carousel within 

Apple TV’s ‘Discover’ tab, securing 

great exposure with eye-catching 

artwork

● However, in contrast to every other 

placement within this Carousel, the 

placement lacked messaging at the top 

left to clearly convey to users what 

they can find available on Discovery+

● The placement decremented by one 

spot every scan, falling eventually to 

the 7th spot on the final scan day of 

the Olympic period



Peacock and NBCU’s ‘Winter Olympics’ coverage on Apple TV

● Peacock received the most exposure 

on Apple TV in the US, claiming the 1st 

and 3rd Top Carousels of the ‘Discover’ 

tab on the launch of the event, before 

proceeding to hold the 1st spot 

through the ‘Winter Olympics’ period

● In the ‘Watch Now’ tab, Apple TV 

offered a Dedicated Row for the 

‘Winter Olympics’ positioned just 

below the Epics row, which featured 5 

tiles that led to a landing page for 

NBCU’s and Peacock's coverage. The 

artwork featured in this row updated 

on every scan to reflect the latest 

sporting events



EMV Score - Apple TV - ‘Winter Olympics’ Discovery+ Vs Peacock 





BBC iPlayer’s ‘2022 Winter Olympics’ features on Apple TV - 02.08.22

● BBC iPlayer failed to claim a spot on 

Apple TV on the launch of the ‘2022 

Winter Olympics’, losing out to 

Discovery+

● BBC iPlayer’s ‘2022 Winter Olympics’ 

claimed the 1st spot of the Top 

Carousel within Apple TV’s ‘Discover’ 

tab on Feb 8th, securing fantastic 

exposure for the App

● This placement decremented by one 

spot every scan, falling eventually to 

the 4th spot on the final scan day of 

the ‘Winter Olympics’ period





Share of Voice Data - All Apps - Fire TV UK Feb 4 - Feb 18 2022



● Discovery+ claimed superb exposure on Fire TV throughout the ‘Winter Olympics’ period, holding a Dedicated Row 

within the ‘Sport’ tab that moved further up the page on every scan, starting in the 15th row, before moving up to 

hold the 14th, 13th, 12th and 12th row incrementally

● Discovery+ didn’t claim any True Above The Fold placements on Fire TV in the ‘Winter Olympics’ period as, despite 

holding Top Carousels, none claimed the 1st spot of a tab which is instantly visible with no scrolling

● BBC iPlayer claimed Top Carousels within the ‘Home’ and ‘Appstore’ tabs from Feb 8th onwards promoting their 

‘Winter Olympics’ coverage, but lost their spot in the ‘Home’ tab on Feb 18th

● Fire TV is very favourable to BVOD Apps, meaning BBC iPlayer always holds a large share of the platform alongside 

other BVOD Apps such as My5, ITV Player and All 4

● Eurosport failed to claim any ‘Winter Olympics’ placement, securing only Eurosport logo spots

Key Findings - UK



Share of Voice Data - All Apps - Fire TV IT Feb 4 - Feb 18 2022



● Discovery+ didn’t hold any ‘Winter Olympics’ placements through the ‘Winter Olympics’ period, but held TATF spots 

on every scan due to their Discovery+ App logo placements in the ‘In Evidenza’ and ‘Entertainment’ rows within Fire 

TV’s ‘Appstore’ tab, which contributed to Discovery+ having the biggest TATF % across the platform against their 

Competitors

● Rai Play claimed a Top Carousel within the ‘Home’ tab from Feb 5th - 15th promoting their ‘Winter Olympics’ 

coverage, which they updated on Feb 18th to instead promote their TV series ‘L'amica Geniale’

● Eurosport failed to claim any ‘Winter Olympics’ placement, securing only Eurosport logo spots

Key Findings - IT





Discovery+ secures Dedicated Row on Fire TV - 02.04.22

● Discovery+ secured a Dedicated 

Row within Fire TV UK’s ‘Sport’ tab 

which they held throughout the 

‘Winter Olympics’ period, claiming 

great exposure to users as they 

promoted the array of content 

available within their App

● This promotion first held the 15th 

row of the tab, but moved up one 

row every scan day, until it 

remained in the 12th row from Feb 

15th



Discovery+ missing in ‘Featured Live TV Apps’ row on Fire TV - 02.04.22

● Discovery+ did not hold a spot in 

the 2nd row ‘Featured Live TV Apps’ 

of Fire TV’s ‘Live’ tab throughout 

the ‘Winter Olympics’ period

● Competitors BBC iPlayer and 

Eurosport claimed the 1st and 12th 

spots respectively of the row, 

leaving Discovery+ behind



Discovery+ features on Fire TV - 02.08.22

● Discovery+ claimed the 2nd Top 

Carousel within Fire TV’s ‘Sport’ tab 

to secure great exposure promoting 

the variety of content available in 

their App, including the ‘2022 

Winter Olympics’





BBC iPlayer’s ‘2022 Winter Olympics’ features on Fire TV - 02.08.22

● BBC iPlayer failed to claim any ‘Winter 

Olympics’ spots within Fire TV on the 

launch day

● From Feb 8th, BBC iPlayer’s ‘2022 

Winter Olympics’ coverage claimed 

the 2nd Top Carousel within Fire TV’s 

‘Home’ tab, as well as the 6th Top 

Carousel within the ‘Appstore’ tab, 

securing great exposure to users

● The App consequently held these 

spots through the ‘Winter Olympics’ 

period, apart from on Feb 18th, when 

they lost their Top Carousel within the 

‘Home’ tab





Discovery+ features within ‘Spotlight’ on Fire TV - 02.04.22

● Discovery+ held the 5th spot of the 

2nd row ‘Spotlight’ within Fire TV’s 

‘Appstore’ tab for great exposure 

immediately visible within the row

● From Feb 8th this row was renamed 

to ‘In Evidenza’, with Discovery+ 

moving up to claim the 4th spot, 

which they held throughout the 

‘Winter Olympics’ period



Discovery+ features within ‘Entertainment’ row on Fire TV - 02.04.22

● Discovery+ claimed the 5th spot of 

the 3rd row ‘Entertainment’ within 

Fire TV’s ‘Appstore’ tab for good 

exposure immediately visible within 

the row



Discovery+ features on Fire TV’s ‘Subscribe to Channels’ - 02.08.22

● Discovery+ claimed the 2nd and 3rd 

spots consecutively of the 6th row 

‘Subscribe to Channels’ within Fire 

TV’s ‘TV Programmes’ tab, securing 

good exposure and being the only 

App to claim 2 placements in the 

row





Rai Play’s ‘Olympic Games Beijing 2022’ features on Fire TV - 02.08.22

● Rai Play claimed the 2nd Top 

Carousel within Fire TV’s ‘Home’ 

tab with their ‘Olympic Games 

Beijing 2022’ coverage, utilising a 

minimalist artwork to catch users’ 

attention for great exposure



Rai Play stands out on Fire TV’s ‘Appstore’ - 02.08.22

● Rai Play featured prominently on 

Fire TV in the 2nd row ‘In Evidenza’, 

3rd row ‘Entertainment’ and 6th 

row ‘Hot New Releases’, claiming 

the 3rd, 1st and 3rd spots 

respectively for superb exposure 

that’s immediately visible to users 

within the row



Rai Play’s ‘L'amica Geniale’ replaces ‘Winter Olympics’ on Fire TV - 
02.18.22

● Rai Play no longer promoted their 

‘Winter Olympics’ coverage on Fire 

TV, as their title ‘L'amica Geniale’ 

instead claimed the 2nd spot within 

the ‘Home’ tab, which Rai Play 

continued to hold to maintain great 

exposure





Share of Voice Data - All Apps - Google TV UK Feb 4 - Feb 18 2022



● Discovery+ were the clear winners on Google TV, holding a Top Carousel and Wide Banner within the ‘For 

You’ tab continuously throughout the ‘Winter Olympics’ period. Their Wide Banner perennially featured 

in the 8th row of the tab, while their Top Carousel held the very 1st spot on every scan date except for 

Feb 8th, when it held the 3rd spot and was displaced by BBC iPlayer’s ‘The Responder’, which claimed 

the 1st spot

● BBC iPlayer had no ‘Winter Olympics’ placements, but claimed 2 Top Carousels throughout the Olympic 

period, which they used to promote their other content ‘The Responder’ and ‘This Is Going to Hurt’

● Google TV is very favourable to BVOD Apps, meaning BBC iPlayer always holds a large share of the 

platform alongside other BVOD Apps such as My5, ITV Player and All 4

● Eurosport failed to claim any ‘Winter Olympics’ placement, securing only Eurosport logo spots

Key Findings



Share of Voice Data - All Apps - Google TV IT Feb 4 - Feb 18 2022



● Discovery+ failed to claim any ‘Winter Olympics’ placement, securing only Discovery+ logo spots

● Eurosport failed to claim any ‘Winter Olympics’ placement, securing only Eurosport logo spots

● Rai Play failed to claim any ‘Winter Olympics’ placement, securing only Rai Play logo spots

Key Findings





Discovery+’s ‘The Olympic Winter Games Beijing 2022’ stands out on 
Google TV - 02.04.22

● Discovery+’s coverage of ‘The 

Olympic Winter Games Beijing 

2022’ claimed the very 1st Top 

Carousel within Google TV’s ‘For 

You’ tab, securing fantastic 

exposure with unmissable 

messaging that clearly 

communicated to users that 

Discovery+ is the home of the ‘2022 

Winter Olympics’



Discovery+’s ‘The Olympic Winter Games Beijing 2022’ stays strong 
on Google TV - 02.08.22

● Discovery+’s ‘The Olympic Winter 

Games Beijing 2022’ coverage 

refreshed its artwork to promote 

the sporting content available to 

viewers

● Discovery+’s placement fell from 

the 1st spot of the Top Carousel to 

the 3rd spot as BBC iPlayer’s ‘The 

Responder’ supplanted it



Discovery+’s ‘The Olympic Winter Games Beijing 2022’ moves up on 
Google TV - 02.11.22

● Discovery+’s ‘The Olympic Winter 

Games Beijing 2022’ coverage 

moved back up to claim the 1st Top 

Carousel, while continuing to hold a 

Wide Banner, within Google TV’s 

‘For you’ tab, securing great 

exposure to users

● However, the App was using the 

same artwork for these placements 

as the previous scan, whereas we 

have seen other Apps dynamically 

update their artworks to represent 

the latest sporting events



Discovery+’s ‘Winter Olympics’ refreshes artwork on Google TV - 
02.15.22

● Discovery+’s promotion for their 

‘Winter Olympics’ coverage 

refreshed its artwork within Google 

TV’s ‘For you’ tab

● Discovery+ continued to hold the 

1st Top Carousel and Wide Banner 

within the tab for fantastic 

exposure, engaging users with the 

variety of sporting events promoted



Discovery+’s ‘Winter Olympics’ stays strong on Google TV - 02.18.22

● Discovery+’s ‘Winter Olympics’ 

continued to feature prominently 

ahead of the closing weekend for 

the event, holding the 1st Top 

Carousel and Wide Banner within 

Google TV’s ‘For You’ tab, 

maintaining great exposure

● This spot failed to refresh its 

artwork, remaining the same as the 

previous scan





DAZN and Eurosport feature in ‘Sports’ row on Google TV - 02.04.22

● Discovery+ failed to hold a spot 

within the ‘Sports’ row of Google 

TV’s ‘Apps’ tab 

● DAZN and Eurosport claimed the 

1st and 2nd spots respectively, 

gaining exposure over Discovery+





Discovery+ features within ‘Entertainment’ row on Google TV - 02.04.22

● Discovery+ claimed the 5th spot of 

the 3rd row ‘Entertainment’ within 

Google TV’s ‘Apps’ tab for good 

exposure immediately visible within 

the row





Share of Voice Data - All Apps - Sky Q Feb 4 - Feb 18 2022



● Sky Q offered a single shared spot within the ‘Today’s top picks’ row of the ‘Home’ tab which featured 

both Discovery+’s logo and BBC iPlayer’s logo, while also promoting both Apps and Eurosport within the 

description

● Discovery+ and BBC iPlayer both claimed one further spot each within Sky Q for the ‘Winter Olympics’ on 

Feb 8th, in a dedicated ‘Today at the Winter Olympics’ row within the ‘Home’ tab

● Sky Q did not offer any further promotional placements for the ‘Winter Olympics’

Key Findings





Discovery+’s ‘2022 Winter Olympics’ features on Sky Q - 02.04.22

● Discovery+ claimed a joint 

placement within Sky Q’s ‘Home’ 

tab in the 3rd spot of the ‘Today’s 

top picks’ row, securing good 

exposure. However, Discovery+ 

lacked an independent spot to 

properly invite users to visit their 

App specifically for ‘Winter 

Olympics’ content



Discovery+ features on Dedicated Olympics Row on Sky Q - 02.08.22

● Discovery+ featured within Sky Q’s 

‘Home’ tab in the 2nd row ‘Today at 

the Winter Olympics’, claiming the 

10th spot for good exposure





BBC iPlayer features on Dedicated Olympics Row on Sky Q - 02.08.22

● BBC iPlayer featured within Sky Q’s 

‘Home’ tab in the 2nd row ‘Today at 

the Winter Olympics’, claiming the 

9th spot for good exposure


